Blue Mountain Regulatory Asset Manager’s integrated functionality was designed from the start for achieving both GMP asset compliance and increased productivity. In Pharmaceutical, Biotech and Medical Device companies like yours, multiple layers of coordination are required between your maintenance, facilities, engineering and quality groups. Blue Mountain RAM enables all groups to work together to maintain assets and processes in a validated state.

Blue Mountain RAM enables a quality systems approach for Facilities and Equipment, from equipment selection, installation and qualification to operation, maintenance and calibration. Its maintenance and calibration functionality, combined with powerful workflow, querying and reporting tools, drives the integration required in today’s environment.

Drive out costs and improve compliance:

- Integrates Calibration and Maintenance
- Automates GMP Workflows with Part 11 Electronic Signatures
- Configurable by your organization
- Use across entire facilities and multiple sites
- 100% web-based
- Based on decades of experience working with thousands of Life Sciences companies
Integrated Capabilities For Life Sciences

Fully Integrated CMMS and EAM Capabilities

Life Sciences companies can no longer afford disparate systems for managing GMP assets. That's why we chose an integrated approach for Blue Mountain RAM, allowing the complete lifecycle for any type of equipment. Integrated functionality eliminates waste, redundancy and errors, while also reducing the number of applications, IT infrastructure and support costs.

Workflow management is a major driver for compliance and productivity. Blue Mountain RAM’s 3rd generation Workflow Tool is powerful and easy to configure, allowing 21 CFR Part 11 automation that can be set up by your organization.
Maintenance Productivity and Compliance

Blue Mountain RAM streamlines your maintenance operations by combining traditional CMMS elements—Assets, Work Management, Preventive Maintenance, Labor, Purchasing and Spare parts—with Workflow automation and Electronic Signatures. Whether implementing paperless request and work orders or automatically triggering re-order points for spare parts, Blue Mountain RAM has the functionality to automate your maintenance organization.

Blue Mountain RAM for Maintenance:

- Automation of maintenance work management
- Electronic Work Request, Work Orders, scheduling and histories
- Flexible electronic Work Plans
- Integrated material and spare parts inventory
- Integrated Purchasing

Calibration Management

Blue Mountain RAM capitalizes our legacy as an industry standard in calibration management. By streamlining calibration processes and going paperless, you can get the job done better and faster.

Blue Mountain RAM for Calibration:

- Increased productivity with paperless calibrations
- Increased compliance through automation of routine tasks
- Reusable Measurement Data Templates
- Sophisticated Standards tracking
- Measurement Uncertainty Calculator
- Automatic Out Of Tolerance and Failure Notifications

Mobile for the way you do work!

Your ability to do work in the field has never been greater. Blue Mountain RAM is wireless capable out of the box with Internet Explorer—allowing calibration and maintenance work to be done directly on the shop floor.
Blue Mountain RAM Platform

The Blue Mountain RAM platform is the starting point for any implementation. You can choose a Custom Configuration of the software or a Template solution built on industry best practices.

- **Custom Configuration**
  Implement the system exactly as you want - your business processes and environment.

- **Best Practices Template**
  This pre-configured template is built on GMP best practices and has rich functionality for maintaining the asset lifecycle.

- **Essentials Template**
  The entry-level system is tightly locked down and configured to align with common GMP practices.

You can enhance your implementation with our System Add-Ons as well as integrate with external systems using our robust API. Our Professional Services team will work with you through the entire implementation process to ensure you get the most from your investment.